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Abstract 
The event-driven publish/subscribe system decouples event producers from consumers, enhancing scalability and 
flexibility of distributed system. Event routing and self-configuration are two key issues in this system. A lot of 
researches have been done on these subjects; however, they seldom combine them together to achieve better 
performance. This paper proposes a way to system organization, which divides brokers into groups to take advantage 
of multicast, and uses a forwarding tree to route the events according to subscriptions; meanwhile, to make system 
self-configured, a procedure is presented to handle nodes lost. It turns out that the efficiency and the robustness of the 
system are improved. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
Traditionally, point-to-point communication based on request/response model was used frequently to 
transfer data, which had a good performance in small size network. However, since the network scale has 
increased greatly in the recent years, the conventional way encounters lots of limitations. To overcome this 
problem, publish/subscribe (pub/sub) system came out, which is asynchronous, loosely coupled and 
suitable for multipoint communications. Generally, pub/sub system has three participants: information 
producers (publishers), information consumers (subscribers), and event brokers. Subscribers express their 
interests in some events by submitting subscriptions to event brokers, and when the events are produced by 
publishers, event brokers look up the subscriptions and find out subscribers to notify if any. 
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The passing years has seen the growing popularity of pub/sub system in distributed environment. 
Pub/sub system can be divided into two categories based on how the subscription and event are presented, 
that is topic-based and content-based. In topic-based pub/sub system, subscriptions and events are 
classified by an attribute called ‘topic’. When the topic of a subscription is identical with that of an event, 
they are matched. Typical topic-based pub/sub system are TERA [10] and TIB/Rendezvous [2]. The topic 
is lists of strings in TIB/Rendezvous systems, and regular expression can be adopted to filter and select 
them. Moreover, Web Service Notification (WSN) [4] [5] [6], a standard proposed by OASIS, is also based 
on topic. WSN puts forward a pub/sub mechanism using web service, and employs a topic tree to enhance 
the topic expressive. In contrast, content-based pub/sub system no longer classifies subscriptions or events 
according to external criterions. Instead, subscribers set some conditions in subscriptions, and if certain 
event meets these conditions, they are matched. Typical content-based pub/sub system involves REBECA 
[11], Elvin [9], JEDI [3], Siena [1] and Gryphon [7]. An event notification in Siena is a set of attributes in 
which each attribute is a triple and a filter specifies a set of attribute names and types and some constraints 
on their values. It also uses pattern to combine multiple filters. 
Many applications own participants which are geographically separated. It always has been a serious 
issue to guarantee system’s high efficiency and robustness. This paper, therefore, focus on 1) how to 
organize brokers for better scalability; 2) how to make system more stable; 3) how to route events 
effectively based on this architecture, and it presents a novel way of solving the problems referenced above 
based on former researches. 
2. System Architecture 
Our pub/sub system is topic-based. For the purpose of managing nodes conveniently and making 
system more scalable, this paper lets the nodes organized into a double-layer structure. In the first place, 
brokers located in the same LAN supporting multicast are put together into a group, which takes advantage 
of multicast to save bandwidth. And the system administers the nodes as groups, including their 
subscriptions, events dissemination and topology management. In the second place, a tree is constructed 
from the groups, while one more node is needed as the administrator independently from others to help 
during the construction. The topology is shown in Fig 1. 
Every broker node has a unique ID in its group. Every group node has a unique name to differentiate 
itself from others. Each group has a broker acting as the representative to interact with other groups. 
The discussing pub/sub system is installed in each broker, and it has six parts-application interface, data 
module, dispatcher, topology maintenance module, routing module and subscriptions management. Data 
module stores the information of the id and the address of all other brokers in the same group, and the 
name as well as the address of all other groups currently active. Topology maintenance module keeps the 
records of the latest time when some ‘heartbeat’ message comes from certain broker. 
3. Self-Configuration Strategy 
System’s self-configuration strategy includes 1) system joins into the current topology with a basic 
knowledge of administrator’s; 2) system must be aware of whether other brokers are active or not by 
sending and receiving ‘heartbeat’ messages; 3) when some broker is lost, system has to handle the situation. 
3.1. System Boot 
The system has to be configured with the address and port number of administrator’s machine 
beforehand. Broker sends a message to administrator telling it which group to join in by name, and the 
administrator checks up the group’s information and responses: if there is no such group, it designates the 
requester as the representative and records this group, otherwise, it returns the address and port number of 
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the representative’s. On receiving the response message, the broker can tell what role it is-representative or 
not. If it’s former, it creates a new group and joins into the groups’ topology. If it’s a regular broker, it asks 
its representative’s permission for joining in. 
Fig. 1. Topology of the brokers; 
3.2. Heart Detections 
This part periodically sends ‘heartbeat’ messages to neighbor brokers or groups reminding them of the 
active state of itself, meanwhile, it periodically scans the ‘heartbeat’ information of other brokers to 
determine whether they are still alive. Inside the group, regular brokers only send ‘heartbeat’ message to 
their representative, and the representative multicasts ‘heartbeat’ in the group. Outside the group, 
representatives send ‘heartbeat’ to each other directly. If at some point, a broker has not received a 
‘heartbeat’ from certain broker longer than a predefined threshold since last time, the system will do 
something with it, described below. 
3.3. Scheme for Nodes Lost 
When some broker’s ‘heartbeat’ times out, system calls the procedure to handle the broker-lost 
situation. Different kinds of methods are used according to the role of the lost broker. If the broker is a 
regular one, the representative simply deletes its information and multicasts a message within the group, 
and other brokers delete the information on receiving the message. If it is the representative that lost, that 
group has to elect a new representative from the existing brokers, while neighbor groups should wait. The 
re-election is done by comparing the id values of all brokers in this group and finding out the smallest (or 
biggest) one, which becomes the new representative. The new representative should send messages to its 
neighbors and the administrator requiring them to update information. If the re-election fails, it means the 
whole group is lost, which leads to timeout of waiting group. If the lost group is a parent node, then its 
child nodes should rejoin into the topology-asking for root information from the administrator and joining 
in following the steps as what would be done during system boot. No matter what kind of the lost broker is, 
the detecting broker should eliminate it subscriptions in according table and tell others about this news. 
4. Routing Algorithm 
System maintains three subscription tables: client_table, broker_table and group_table, which store 
local subscriptions, brokers’ subscriptions in the same group and other groups’ subscriptions respectively. 
When subscriptions are submitted locally, system records its topic and address in client_table. Then 
system checks whether such a subscription has been submitted by other clients, and if not, system 
multicasts this subscription in the group. When system receives a subscription message from other broker, 
firstly it determines its origin. If it comes from this group, system saves it in broker_table, otherwise save it 
in group_table. Then, if this broker is the representative, it has to forward the subscriptions from inside the 
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group to neighbor groups provided that there is no such subscription before, and multicast the subscriptions 
from other groups as well as pass them to neighbors except the sender. 
Similarly, while cancelling some subscriptions, system at first checks whether there exists other 
subscribers, and it notifies other peers to cancel them only if there is no subscriber left. 
When events produced, broker looks them up in client_table to see if any subscriptions are matched, 
and if any, notify those subscribers. Then, broker looks them up in broker_table and finds out the matched 
subscriptions, and if any, multicast them in the group. Finally, broker checks group_table and filters out the 
groups in need, and if any, creates a forwarding tree for those groups and transmits them. The algorithm is 
as following: 
5. Application
In this section, a Coal Mine Alarm and Analysis System (CMAAS) is taken for example to explain the 
scenario of what this paper described. CMAAS monitors the process of coal mine production, based on 
analyzing data collected by sensors, and provides tools to make reports. Speaking of a single coal mine 
first, its structure is shown in Fig 2(a). Applications are connected with brokers, which are in the same 
LAN. The applications can be sensors, monitor devices or data processors. Suppose that application 1 
needs CH4 density of the coal mine, and application 2 needs abnormal data about CH4.This course is as 
following: (1) app1 submits a subscription with topic CH4 to broker1, while app2 submits a subscription 
with topic abnormal CH4 to broker2; (2) broker1 and broker2 multicast their subscriptions in the group; (3) 
brokers in the group receive the subscriptions and store them in tables; (4) sensor1 collects CH4 data and 
publishes them to broker3; (5) broker3 looks up subscription information and multicasts CH4 notification 
in the group; (6) broker1 gets the CH4 notification and passes it to app1; (7) app1 analyzes the CH4 data, 
finds out abnormal data and publishes them to broker1; (8) broker1 looks up subscription information and 
multicasts notification about abnormal CH4 in the group; (9) broker2 gets abnormal notification and 
forwards it to app2; (10) app2 processes data and triggers further operations, like making a report. 
If the production scale is enlarged, it may have to handle coal mines in several locations and connect 
distributed data centers. In this case, organizes every working site as a group, and builds a topology as 
sections II describes, to communicate data under pub/sub paradigm. Fig 2(b) depicts the scenario. 
6. Conclusion 
This paper describes architecture of pub/sub system, which provides a convenient way to manage nodes 
and makes the system scalable. In addition, the self-configuration method guarantees the whole system 
works normally when faced with a situation that some nodes lost. Finally, this study proposes a routing 
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algorithm, which exploits multicast to save network bandwidth within the groups, and builds a forwarding 
tree to transmit notifications. It reduces data processing load of the event broker and further avoids 
overwhelming the root, which enhances the system performance. 
Coal mine1
Data center1
Coal mine2 Data center2
Coal mine3
office
Fig  2. (a) Example of a single coal mine; (b) Multiple groups’ scenario 
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